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Spot resin trading was rejuvenated as robust volumes moved through
our marketplace during the first full week of April, in fact it was our
busiest week in almost a full year when the market was still reeling in
the aftermath of the dreaded Houston winter storm. Demand from
both processors and resellers remained strong as Q2’2022 began,
while the general lack of prompt supply also continued. Our spot
Prime resin prices saw little change this past week, Polyethylene held
steady at 2022 highs, while Polypropylene prices slid a cent from the
season’s highs that was first established weeks ago.
Producers did secure their price increases in March; PE added $.04/lb
and PP followed monomer contracts up a solid dime. Producers are
steadfast in keeping margins high with another round of price increases nominated for April. Although upstream PE inventories are bulging
at record levels, much of it is packed in warehouses and destined /
committed for export so not available for domestic sales. With ongoing equipment and ocean freight constraints at hand, producers are
keeping incremental export offers at bay or priced out of reasonable
reach. Official US monthly resin production data has been delayed,
but PE producers claim to have throttled back production significantly, which could create additional sourcing challenges.
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Spot Range

Resin for Sale 14,325,760 lbs

Resin

Total lbs

Low

TPE Market

High

Bid

Ask

HDPE - Inj

2,821,452

$

0.740

$ 0.870

$

0.790

$

0.840

PP Homo - Inj

2,614,968

$

0.880

$ 1.050

$

0.910

$

1.010

HDPE - Blow

2,029,864

$

0.740

$ 0.870

$

0.790

$

0.840

LLDPE - Inj

1,547,748

$

0.780

$ 0.890

$

0.830

$

0.880

LDPE - Film

1,321,748

$

0.830

$ 0.930

$

0.850

$

0.900

LLDPE - Film

1,286,024

$

0.800

$ 0.991

$

0.820

$

0.870

HMWPE - Film

1,214,116

$

0.740

$ 0.780

$

0.730

$

0.780

PP Copo - Inj

1,105,288

$

0.980

$ 1.150

$

1.010

$

1.110

384,552

$

0.830

$ 0.920

$

0.870

$

0.920

LDPE - Inj

The Energy complex remained volatile and prices again ended the
week mixed; Crude Oil futures deflated a bit more while Nat Gas rose
considerably. The drop in WTI and Brent Crude Oil came as member
nations of the International Energy Agency (IEA) said they will release 60 million barrels over a six-month time frame, with the US
matching that as part of its 180 million barrel release announced in
March. The total release of 240 million barrels will be made available
over the next six months. May WTI established the week’s high
of $105.59/bbl on Tuesday before eroding nearly $12/bbl to a low of
$93.81/lb bbl on Thursday. On Friday, May WTI settled at $98.26/
bbl for a net loss of $1.01/bbl. June Brent futures ended the week
at $102.78/bbl, down a net $1.61/bbl.
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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In Nat Gas, a combination of strong demand due to severe weather
conditions in parts of the US, tight supply, higher coal prices and
global supply concerns lifted prices well above the $6/mmBtu. May
Nat Gas began the week lower, breaking down to a low of $5.65/
mmBtu on Monday, before soaring some $.89/mmBtu to its Friday
peak of $6.54/mmBtu, the highest since December 2008. The market
closed Friday at $6.28/mmBtu for a huge weekly net gain of almost
$.56/mmBtu (9.8%). NGL prices were also mixed as Ethane added a
sizeable gain of $.045/gal to $.485/gal ($.205/lb) while Propane
peeled off nearly $.08/gal to $1.30/gal ($.367/lb).
Spot monomer markets were exceptionally active with high volume
trading in both Ethylene and PGP. Similar to upstream markets pricing was mixed, as Ethylene tacked on a few cents and PGP was down
more than a penny. Ethylene began the week with April business brokered at $.26/lb in LA, followed by a couple of April transactions
midweek at $.27/lb for TX delivery. Friday ended with a few TX
April deals struck at $.285/lb before closing just shy of $.28/lb, for a
net weekly gain of just over $.03/lb (+12.7%). Deferred months were
also active starting with May-June business conducted at $.26/lb and
June done at $.25/lb on Monday. Ethylene for May delivery was
booked midweek at $.2825/lb and there was more of the same on Friday. The forward curve moved in lockstep and remained in slight contango.
PGP market interest emerged at the start of the week with April spot
business confirmed at $.70/lb and then jumping up to $.73/lb where it
traded a couple more times. Midweek, April PGP traded lower to
$.69/lb and dropped another penny on each Thursday and Friday, to
end the week just above $.67/lb, down more than a cent. May PGP
finished Friday just below $.66/lb, down a couple of cents. Deferred
month trading was just as active with May-June PGP inked at $.665/
lb on Friday. Further out, July delivery changed hands Thursday at
$.675/lb and 4Q 2022 delivery also traded four times on Monday at
$.70/lb. The forward curve was backwardated and widened from August 2023 and beyond, which dipped below $.60/lb. price direction
stay on its present course.
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As a reminder, March PGP contracts recently settled $.10/lb higher to
$.72/lb, but the current trajectory of April and May spot levels suggest
a modest dip below $.70/lb for the upcoming April PGP contract,
should price direction stay on its present course.
Polyethylene trading and volumes rebounded as April fully commenced; healthy demand and tight availability kept commodity-grade
pricing stable at generally elevated levels. HDPE took over as the primary mover in our marketplace, with relatively high volumes of Injection and Blow Molding grades changing hands, both domestic and
export to MX and Europe. LDPE film grades also saw swift sales from
our market making inventories with replacement material hard to find.
LLDPE Injection grades also moved well, and while there was demand for LDPE Injection, supplies were scarce and carried a hefty
premium, limiting transactions. Despite the substantial movement of
volume, export offers remained constrained at the beginning of April,
a time when they might otherwise be plentiful. Producers secured their
$.04/lb March increase, it was the first uptick in contract pricing since
July 2021, and contracts had wiped away $.15-.17/lb in 4Q 2021. Producers, with limited export outlets due to logistics constraints, seem to have throttled back reactors to keep their surplus inventories from becoming overly burdensome. Perhaps the tight domestic availability and upward market momentum could propel PE prices even higher as there is an additional $.06/lb
increase on average proposed for April.
The Polypropylene market had a very busy week as demand stayed strong amid challenged supply and volatile monomer costs. Our completed volumes clocked in at their highest tally in more than a month and were well spread amongst HoPP, CoPP and RcPP grades. Our Prime PP prices shed a
cent following weaker PGP monomer, and are still within striking distance of 2022 highs, though are far off from year ago levels. The modest
PP decline this week came as feedstock PGP and crude oil prices softened, and a steady stream of mostly offgrade railcars pelted the market, while imported Prime was sparse. Prime domestic railcars were available on a monomer plus margin basis, but most spot buyers like to transact at a firm and solid
price. Although PP pricing declined a penny this past week, overall availability remains challenged with a pair of force majeure declarations in place, one
in Louisiana, and the other in California. After the $.10/lb cost-push increase in March PP contracts, additional margin enhancing efforts have been scattered, so April pricing will likely just follow the change in monomer costs again.

Be sure to follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn for daily news updates!
Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs.
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